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Abstract. In this paper, the analytical form of the quasilinear diffusion coefficients
is modified from the Kennel-Engelmann diffusion coefficients to guarantee the positive
definiteness of its bounce average in a toroidal geometry. By evaluating the parallel
inhomogeneity of plasmas and magnetic fields in the trajectory integral, we can ensure
the positive definiteness and help illuminate some non-resonant toroidal effects in the
quasilinear diffusion. When the correlation length of the plasma-wave interaction is
comparable to the magnetic field variation length, the variation becomes important
and the parabolic variation at the outer-midplane, the inner-midplane, and trapping
tips can be evaluated by Airy functions. The new form allows the coefficients to
include both resonant and non-resonant contributions, and the correlations between
the consecutive resonances and in many poloidal periods. The positive-definite form is
implemented in a wave code TORIC and we present an example for ITER using this
form.
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1. Introduction
In a Fokker-Planck equation, the change of distribution function by RF waves is
determined by quasilinear diffusion in velocity space [1] (see Appendix A). The
quasilinear theory is sufficiently valid if the perturbation from the background
distribution function due to the waves is small enough to be linearized [2, 3, 4].
The quasilinear diffusion coefficients that were analytically derived by Kennel and
Engelmann [5] have been used in many numerical codes (e.g. TORIC [6] and AORSA
[7]). The Kennel-Engelmann (K-E) coefficients are based on the several assumptions;
the particle trajectory is not perturbed by the waves, and on the trajectory the
plasma density, temperature and the background magnetic fields are homogenous.
Although these assumptions are not satisfied in the toroidal geometry, in which the
background magnetic fields vary along the particle trajectory, the K-E coefficients are
acceptably applicable because the correlation length of the wave-particle resonance is
much shorter than the characteristic length of the variation due to the toroidal geometry
[1]. Nevertheless, in some conditions as will be shown in this paper, the variation is not
negligible compared to the correlation length and the effects of the toroidicity need to
be included in the quasilinear formulation. In this paper, we derive an analytic form of
the coefficients that can capture the geometry effects.
The toroidal effects on the quasilinear diffusion coefficients have been investigated
in many previous studies [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21], and they could
be summarized by the three types of effects: (1) the change of the resonance correlation
length, (2) the additional non-resonant interaction, and (3) the finite particle orbit
width. First, the variation of the resonance kernel argument, ω−nΩ−k‖v‖, changes the
parallel space dispersion and the correlation between plasmas and waves. Here, ω, Ω,
k‖, and v‖ are the wave frequency, the gyrofrequency, the parallel wavenumber, and the
parallel velocity, respectively, and n is an integer that determines a type of resonance.
In the K-E coefficients, the resonant kernel is represented by a Dirac-delta function with
this argument, which can be applicable in the linear variation of the argument. The
parabolic variation due to the toroidicity is approximately captured by the modified
effective k‖ due to the toroidal broadening [8] and the modified dispersion function
[8, 9, 10]. The more accurate form in the toroidal geometry is obtained by evaluating
the trajectory integral [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Secondly, the non-resonant interaction
when ω − nΩ − k‖v‖ 6= 0 can contribute to the diffusion significantly if the correlation
length is sufficiently long at the outer-midplane or inner-midplane or at the banana
tips of the trapped particle [14, 15]. The smooth connection between the resonant
interactions and the non-resonant interactions is considered in a continuous kernel [17].
Finally, the radial departure of the particle trajectory from the magnetic flux surface can
change the diffusion coefficients. These finite orbit effects are analytically considered
with the modified argument ω−nΩ−k‖v‖−k ·vD [19, 20] where k is the wavevector and
vD is the drift velocity, and they are numerically investigated by particle codes [17, 18].
In the new formulation of this paper, the first and second effects are well included, while
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the finite orbit effects are not considered for simplicity. The finite orbit width effects
are important only for the energetic ions.
A distinctive characteristic of our formulation compared to the K-E formulation is
the positive definiteness of its bounce average. The positive definiteness is proven by the
symmetric form between the bounce average and the trajectory integral [11, 14, 22]. The
bounce-average of the quasilinear diffusion coefficients is used when taking the bounce-
average of the Fokker-Planck equation to eliminate the parallel streaming term [23]. As
will be shown in Section 2, the trajectory integral along the homogenous magnetic field
in the K-E coefficients is not consistent with the bounce-average integral in the toroidal
geometry, and as a result, the K-E coefficients cannot result in the positive definiteness.
The non-positive definite coefficients cause numerical problems as well as unphysical
phenomena by violating H-theorem and allowing a growing mode. For the positive-
definite form, the trajectory integral needs to be evaluated in the toroidal geometry, as
will be done in Section 3.
For a toroidal axisymmetric geometry, the positive-definiteness of the bounce-
averaged quasilinear diffusion coefficients was rigorously proven by Kaufman in [19]
using the action-angle variables in terms of the cyclotron motion, the bounce motion,
and toroidal motion by the canonical toroidal angular momentum. Because we do not
consider radial diffusion in this paper but only the velocity diffusion in the quasilinear
diffusion, the diffusion form by Kaufman is not directly applicable. For particle codes,
the Monte-Carlo operators were derived for the particle diffusion based on the theory by
Kaufman [20, 21]. In this paper, we only consider the velocity diffusion to be applicable
to the coupled codes between Maxwell’s equation and the continuum Fokker-Planck
equation solvers, while keeping the symmetric form in the bounce-averaged diffusion
coefficients.
We implement the new form of the bounce-averaged diffusion coefficients in a
coupled code for ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) waves, TORIC-CQL3D [24].
Although the new form can be applicable to all types of resonances, ICRF waves can
have more significant toroidal effects in the form due to the varying gyrofrequency along
the trajectory. As an example, the minority fundamental ion cyclotron damping in ITER
is examined to evaluate the diffusion coefficients. The results are compared with the
original K-E coefficients, as will be shown in Section 4.
Several important features of the diffusion coefficients are found in our formulation.
In the trajectory integral, the correlation between consecutive resonances can be
included and it is important if two consecutive resonances are located around the specific
poloidal locations, where the correlation length is comparable to the variation length.
In this location, the non-resonant contribution to the velocity diffusion may also not
be negligible. Because the trajectory integral does not guarantee the periodicity of the
phase in each poloidal period, the correlations between resonances in a couple of periods
remain and make the average diffusion coefficient different in terms of the number of
evaluation periods [18]. These features will be explained in Section 4.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the
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bounce-average of the K-E diffusion coefficients and examine the problems with its use
in the toroidal geometry. In Section 3, we suggest a modified form of the bounce-
average coefficients that yield symmetric and positive-definite properties in the toroidal
geometry. The implementation of the modified coefficients in TORIC [6] is also
explained. In Section 4, three features of the coefficients are discussed by investigating
an example. Finally, a discussion is given in Section 5.
2. Bounce-average of K-E coefficients
The gyro-averaged quasilinear diffusion coefficients Dql in the homogeneous plasma and
magnetic fields can be derived by linearizing the Vlasov equation with electromagnetic
waves [1, 5, 9], as summarized in Appendix B. Using the Fourier analysis on the electric
fields for Eqs. (B.13) and (B.17), the Kennel-Engelmann quasilinear diffusion coefficient
tensor is
Dql ' q
2
m2
Re
{∑
n
∫
dk1
∫
dk2
(
(Pn(k2) · E(k2))G(k2))∗ei(k1−k2)·r(t)
)
×
∫ t
−∞
dt′ ((Pn(k1) · E(k1))G(k1)) ei
∫ t
t′ dt
′′(ω−nΩ−k‖1v‖)
}
, (1)
where E is the electric field, r is the space vector, and the superscript ∗ denotes
the conjugate transpose. As shown in Appendix B, the gyro-average results in the
polarization vector Pn, and the diffusion vector G [1, 5], satisfying
Pn · E = Ek,+Jn−1√
2
+ Ek,−
Jn+1√
2
+
v‖
v⊥
Ek,‖Jn, (2)
G =
(
1− k‖v‖
ω
)
vˆ⊥ +
k‖v⊥
ω
vˆ‖, (3)
where Jn = Jn(k⊥ρi) is the Bessel function of the first kind for the order n, v⊥ is
the perpendicular velocity, vˆ⊥, vˆ‖ are the unit vectors in the velocity space along the
perpendicular and the parallel direction, respectively, ρi = v⊥/Ω is the ion Larmor
radius, k⊥ is the perpendicular wavevector, Ek,+, and Ek,− are the left-hand and the
right hand polarized electric fields, respectively, and Ek,‖ is the parallel electric field at
the local coordinate of the current position with t. Here, Eq. (1) includes the interference
between the different spectral modes k1 and k2 unlike the original K-E coefficient in
Eq. (B.13) because in the toroidal geometry the inhomogeneous plasmas and magnetic
fields results in the interference [26].
Taking a bounce-average on the quasilinear diffusion term Q in Eq. (B.1) induces
the bounce-averaged diffusion coefficients 〈Dql〉b,
〈Q〉b = 〈∇v ·Dql · ∇vf(v)〉b = 1
λp
∇vc · λp
〈
∂vc
∂v
·Dql · ∂vc
∂v
T〉
b
· ∇vcf(vc), (4)
where 〈x〉b = (1/Tp)
∫ lp
0
dl(x/v‖) = (1/Tp)
∫ Tp
0
dt x is the bounce average, l is the distance
and t is the time along the gyro-averaged orbit trajectory, respectively, lp is the distance
of one bounce orbit and Tp =
∫ lp
0
(dl/v‖) is the bounce time. Here, vc is the invariant
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velocity space coordinate (e.g. v and µ in Appendix C or the velocity at the outer-
midplane for CQL3D [23]), while v is the velocity space coordinate with the varying
components in the trajectory time (e.g. v‖ and v⊥ in the toroidal geometry) that are used
to define the diffusion tensor Dql as in Eqs. (2) and (3). To transform the coordinate,
the Jacobian tensor between two coordinates ∂vc/∂v is used and λp(vc) = v‖0Tp is used
to conserve the total number of particles in a flux tube [23].
The bounce-average of the quasilinear diffusion coefficient in Eq. (4) is〈
∂vc
∂v
·Dql · ∂vc
∂v
T〉
b
' q
2
Tpm2
Re
{∑
n
∫
dk1
∫
dk2
∫ Tp
0
dt
∂vc
∂v
· ((Pn(k2) · E(k2))G(k2))∗ei(k1−k2)·r(t)
×
∫ t
−∞
dt′ ((Pn(k1) · E(k1))G(k1)) · ∂vc
∂v
T
ei
∫ t
t′ dt
′′(ω−nΩ−k‖1v‖)
}
. (5)
For the K-E coefficients, the assumption of the homogenous plasmas and magnetic fields
results in the constant phase ω−nΩ− k‖v‖ along the trajectory, and the phase integral∫ t
t′ dt
′′(ω− nΩ− k‖v‖) = (ω− nΩ− k‖v‖)(t− t′) results in the Dirac-delta function in t′.
Thus, the bounce-average of the K-E coefficient is〈
∂vc
∂v
·Dql · ∂vc
∂v
T〉
b
=
piq2
Tpm2
Re
{∑
n
∫
dk1
∫
dk2
∫ Tp
0
dt
∂vc
∂v
· (Pn(k2) · E(k2))∗(G(k2)∗G(k1))
× (Pn(k1) · E(k1)) · ∂vc
∂v
T
ei(k1−k2)·r(t)δ(ω − nΩ− k‖1v‖)
}
, (6)
where δ represents the Dirac-delta function. The bounce-averaged coefficients in Eq.
(6) is widely used in many codes that couples the Maxwell equation solver with the
continuum Fokker-Planck codes (e.g. AORSA-CQL3D [7, 26] and TORIC-CQL3D [24])
For a toroidal geometry, Eq. (6) is used by changing the argument of the delta
function in terms the integral variable t (i.e. ω − nΩ(t) − k‖1(t)v‖(t)). However,
the symmetry in k1 and k2 is broken in Eq. (6), because the Dirac-delta function
depends on only one of wavevectors such as k1 but the poloidal spectral modes are
coupled because of the variation of Pn and G in terms of t. As a result, the positive
definiteness cannot be guaranteed. Instead, it is likely to be partially non-positive due
to the interference between the different modes given by the term, exp(i(k2 − k1) · r(t)).
The negative values of bounce-averaged quasilinear diffusion generate a growing mode
that is numerically unstable and non-physical because it violates the H-theorem [5].
Eliminating these negative values from the coefficients therefore leads to an error in
their evaluation.
Figure 1 shows the error of the radial power absorption profiles due to the negative
values of bounce-averaged diffusion. As shown in the gap between the graphs, the error
due to the negative 〈Dql〉b becomes significant, as its velocity grid resolution increases.
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Figure 1. Radial profiles of the ICRF power absorption for Maxwellian plasmas using
the flux surface average of J · E (blue) and W˙ = ∫ dv(mv2/2)(d/dvc)(〈Dql〉bdfM/dv)
with the Kennel-Engelmann coefficients in different velocity space grid resolutions: the
normalized grid spacing ∆v = 0.01 (green), ∆v = 0.005 (red), and ∆v = 0.002 (cyan)
only when the positive values of 〈Dql〉b are included in the evaluation. The violet
graph is obtained with ∆v = 0.002 when both positive and negative values 〈Dql〉b are
included.
This may be the case because a small number of grid points is likely better to allow the
average of the negative values to be positive in a large grid spacing. As the resolution
is made finer, more power resides in regions of negative quasilinear diffusion. This
can be problematic for the numerical convergence of a code. In Figure 1, The error
vanishes for a small radius (as r/a → 0), implying that the negative values are due to
the effect of the toroidal geometry with the finite aspect ratio. Although this problem
may be reduced somewhat by using a coarse velocity grid, the positive-definite form
of the bounce-averaged quasilinear diffusion is required to ensure the accuracy of the
evaluation. The error due to the negative diffusion in Figure 1 will be eliminated by the
positive-definite form in this paper, as will be shown in Figure 5.
3. Symmetric form for a toroidal axisymmetric geometry
3.1. Modification to the symmetric form
In this section, we derive a symmetric form of the bounce-averaged quasilinear diffusion
coefficients based on the proof in Appendix B of [22] for the inhomogeneous plasmas
and magnetic fields in a toroidal axisymmetric geometry.
We recall that the broken symmetry in Eq. (6) is because the variation of the
resonance argument “ω−nΩ−k‖v‖” is not applied equivalently to the integrals of t and
t′, and as a result the Dirac-delta function does not depend on k‖2 but only on k‖1. By
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keeping the toroidal variation in both integrals in t and t′ equivalently, we will show the
symmetric form in Eq. (23).
3.1.1. Bounce integral The bounce-averaged diffusion can be derived by integrating
the quasilinear equation along an unperturbed orbit from t∞ to t, and dividing that
result by (t− t∞) to get the average,
lim
t∞→−∞
∫ t
t∞ dt
′′ ∂f0
∂t
t− t∞ = limt∞→−∞
f0(r,v, t)− f0(r∞,v∞, t∞)
t− t∞
= − lim
t∞→−∞
1
t− t∞
∫ t
t∞
dt′′
[ q
m
(
∇vc ·
∂vc
∂v
(r0(t
′′),v0(t′′)) · (E(r0(t′′)) + v0(t′′)×B(r0(t′′))∗
+∇xc ·
∂xc
∂v
(r0(t
′′),v0(t′′)) · (E(r0(t′′)) + v0(t′′)×B(r0(t′′))∗
)
f1(r0(t
′′),v0(t′′))
]
, (7)
where Eq. (C.2) is used with the constants-of-motions vc and its conjugate coordinate
xc. Here, f0 is the background distribution function varying in a slow time scale, f1 is
the perturbed distribution function due to the RF waves, and r0(t
′′) and v0(t′′) are the
vectors of r and v, respectively, along the unperturbed orbits at the time t′′.
The outer derivative term in ∇xc of Eq. (7) can be eliminated by the integrate over
the three conjugate coordinate xc. Here it is easiest to assume the favorite constants-
of-motion for tokamaks, vc = {E, µ, Pϕ}, e.g., energy, magnetic moment, and canonical
angular momentum, with xc = {t, φ, ϕc} as the conjugate coordinates. The time integral
we have already done is the first of the three integrals, since time is the conjugate
coordinate to the energy constant-of-motion. For this, we make the slight change that
instead of taking the limit of t∞ → −∞, we take the limit of
t∞ = −NbTp(vc), (8)
where Nb is the number of the bounce period. The other two integrals over the conjugate
coordinates are just two angle coordinate averages over 2pi radians, e.g., (2pi)−2
∫
dϕcdφ.
With t∞ an integer number of bounce periods, the integral of the coordinate derivatives,∫
dϕc
∫
dφ
∫ t
t∞
dt′′∇xc · A = 0 (9)
goes to zero for an arbitrary A, since each is an integral of the derivative of a periodic
quantity, integrated over an integer number of periods.
Then, taking the average of Eq. (7) results in the symmetric form,
lim
Nb→∞
1
(2pi)2
∫
dϕc
∫
dφ
f0(r,v, t)− f0(r∞,v∞, t∞)
t− t∞
= ∇vc · lim
Nb→∞
1
t− t∞
1
(2pi)2
∫
dϕc
∫
dφ
∫ t
t∞
dt′′
[ q2
m2
∂vc
∂v
(r0(t
′′),v0(t′′)) · (E(r0(t′′)) + v0(t′′)×B(r0(t′′))∗∫ t′′
t∞
dt′ (E(r0(t′)) + v0(t′)×B(r0(t′)) · ∂vc
∂v
T
(r0(t
′),v0(t′))
]
· ∇vcf0(vc), (10)
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where f1 in Eq. (C.4) is replaced and the outer ∇vc derivative is then let to slide to
the outside of the integrals, since the integrals do not affect the constants of motion. In
computational practice, we do not take the limit Nb →∞, but instead take Nb → Ndecor,
where Ndecor is a number of bounces such that decorrelation effects make f1 independent
of t∞ when it exceeds td = −NdecorTp. For most particles in a tokamak, a single bounce
period suffices, but it may depends on the decorrelation mechanism as will be mentioned
in Section 4.3.
We also make the quasilinear assumption, e.g., that the changes to the unperturbed
distribution function are small over the decorrelation time, td. That is
∂f0
∂t
' 1
(2pi)2
∫
dϕc
∫
dφ
f0(r,v, t)− f0(rd,vd, td)
t− td ≡ ∇vc · D(vc) · vcf0(vc), (11)
where the diffusion coefficient is
D(vc) ≡ q
2
m2
1
(2pi)2
1
t− td
∫
dϕc
∫
dφ
∫ t
t∞
dt′′
∫ t′′
t∞
dt′I(r,v, t′, t′′). (12)
Here, the integrand of the t′ and t′′ integrals in I is symmetric by Eq. (10), giving
I(r,v, t′, t′′) = I(r,v, t′′, t′). (13)
However, the integration limits of the t′ and t′′ integrals are not the same, and so we do
not yet have obvious symmetry.
3.1.2. Hidden symmetry of the time integral limits The integrand limits of the double
time integral are for the upper triangle of a symmetric rectangular domain in t′ − t′′
Thus, the integrals are half the integral over the rectangular domain, giving
∫ t
td
dt′′
∫ t′′
td
dt′I(r,v, t′, t′′) = 1
2
∫ t
td
dt′′
∫ t
td
dt′I(r,v, t′′, t′), (14)
where the symmetry of the integrand in Eq. (13) is used. With the rectangular domain
integral limits, we finally achieve perfect Hermitian symmetry, and have
D(vc) ≡ q
2
2m2
1
(2pi)2
1
t− td
∫
dϕc
∫
dφA∀(r,v)A(r,v) (15)
where the vector is
A(r,v) =
∫ t
td
dt′ (E(r0(t′)) + v0(t′)×B(r0(t′)) · ∂vc
∂v
T
(r0(t
′),v0(t′)). (16)
3.1.3. Approximation of the symmetric form Using the Fourier analyzed fluctuating
electric field, E =
∑
k Ek exp(ik · r − iωkt) and Faraday’s law, we can simplify the
symmetric form in Eq. (15). As done in the derivation for K-E coefficients in Eq. (B.7),
A(r,v) =
∫ t−td
0
dτei
∫ τ
0 dτ
′(ω−k‖v‖)−iλ sin(η+
∫ τ
0 dτ
′Ω)
{
cos (η +
∫ τ
0
dτ ′Ω)((Ek,+ + Ek,−)G− Ek,‖H)
− i sin (η + Ω
∫ τ
0
dτ ′)(Ek,+ − Ek,−)G + Ek,‖vˆ‖
}
· ∂vc
∂v
T
, (17)
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where η = φ− β, and the diffusion vector H is defined from V in Eq. (B.7), as defined
for G from U , giving
H =
k⊥
ω
(
v⊥vˆ‖ − v‖vˆ⊥
)
. (18)
Using the Bessel function expansion, Eq. (17) is
A(r,v) =
∑
n
∫ t−td
0
dτei
∫ τ
0 dτ
′(ω−nΩ−k‖v‖)−inη
{n
λ
Jn((Ek,+ + Ek,−)G− Ek,‖H)
− dJn
dλ
(Ek,+ − Ek,−)G + JnEk,‖vˆ‖
}
· ∂vc
∂v
T
(19)
'
∑
n
∫ ∞
0
dτei
∫ τ
0 dτ
′(ω−nΩ−k‖v‖)−inη
(
G(k) · ∂vc
∂v
T)
(Pn · E(k)), (20)
where Bessel functions identifies and Eq. (21) are used from Eq. (19) to Eq. (20),
−n
λ
H + vˆ‖ =
v‖
v⊥
G +
ω − nΩ− k‖v‖
ω
(
vˆ‖ −
v‖
v⊥
vˆ⊥
)
' v‖
v⊥
G. (21)
The last approximation in Eq. (21) is acceptable because of ω − nΩ− k‖v‖ ' 0 for the
region of the interest (even in the non-resonant contribution). Each vector of A and
A∀ has the summation over n as a result of Bessel function expansion, but it can be
reduced to one summation by the average over gyroangle φ,∑
n
∑
n′
∫
dφein(φ−β)e−in
′(φ−β) →
∑
n
, (22)
because there is a contribution only when n′ = n.
Thus, the final symmetric form for this paper is
D(vc) '
〈
∂vc
∂v
·Dql · ∂vc
∂v
T〉
b
=
q2
2m2td
∑
n
Tn
∗Tn, (23)
Tn ≡
∫
dk
∫ td
0
dt
(
G(k) · ∂vc
∂v
T)
(Pn · E(k))e−iΦn(t,k‖), (24)
where the phase integral is
Φn(t, k‖) =
∫ t
0
dt′′(ω − nΩ− k‖v‖). (25)
Using r(t = 0) = 0 as the reference position of the Fourier analysis for E(k), it results
in eik·r(t=0) = 1 and there is no explicit interference phase by ei((k1−k2)·r) of Eq. (1) in
this form. Instead, the phase change by k · r(t) = ∫ t
0
k‖v‖dt in the parallel motion is
included in Φ(t, k‖). The interference between Φ(t, k‖2) and Φ(t′, k‖1) of the trajectory
integral and bounce integral is implicitly determined by the difference between Φ(t, k‖)
of each Tn in Eq. (23).
Because we ignore the radial departure from the flux surface due to the finite orbit
width for the convenience, the average over the cannonical toroidal angle
∫
dϕc in Eq.
(15) is replaced by the average over the real toroidal angle
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ. Ignoring the finite
orbit width effect may result in the error of the symmetric form, but it may be acceptable
because the radial departure from the flux surface is much smaller than the major radius
to define the toroidal angle.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the effective trajectory integral evaluation in a poloidal cross
section for a flux surface. The horizontal dashed line represents the midplane. The
blue cross markers “x” represent the resonance location t = tr satisfying dΦn/dt = 0
and evaluating the integral by R(tr). Each path of the right arrows corresponds to the
trajectory integral range that is taken into account in R(tr) for each resonance pint.
The red plus markers “+” represent the non-resonance location t = tnr satisfying
d2Φn/dt
2 = 0 for passing particles and evaluating the integral by N(tr).
3.2. Trajectory integral
The trajectory integral in terms of t in Eq. (24) can be analytically evaluated by
the stationary approximation using the expansion of t around the resonance points
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. The contribution of the phase integral to the 〈Dql〉b is
significant around the resonance when dΦn/dt = ω − nΩ− k‖v‖ = 0. In addition to the
resonance contribution, we also include the contribution of the phase integral by the
non-resonant interaction if the correlation length of the interaction is comparable to the
length scale of the magnetic field variation, as also suggested in [14, 15].
For the resonant contribution, the phase around the resonance points can be
approximated using the Taylor series up to third order, as done in [11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17], giving
Φn(t, k‖) ' Φn(tr, k‖) + 1
2
d2Φn
dt2
∣∣∣
t=tr
(t− tr)2 + 1
6
d3Φn
dt3
∣∣∣
t=tr
(t− tr)3, (26)
where the tr indicates t at the resonance location of dΦn/dt(t = tr) = 0. The range of
integral in terms of t in Eq. (24) can be reduced to the bounce time period Tp, assuming
the correlation between each period is negligible. The violation of this assumption that
results in the non-periodicity of the coefficients will be discussed in Sec. 4.3. For
convenience of the description, we divide the full range into two separate ranges, the
trajectory in the upper-midplane and that in the lower-midplane, as shown in Figure 2.
For up-down symmetric tokamak, the phase integrals in the two ranges are symmetric.
This separation of the range results in the continuous connection between the resonance
contribution and the non-resonant contribution at the outer-midplane or at the inner-
midplane, as will be shown in Figure 3.
The integral of the phase in Eq. (26) can be evaluated by the incomplete Airy
function. For convenience, we derive the integral for Tn
∗ in this section. For the
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positive parallel velocity particles in the upper-midplane, it results in∫ −Tp/2
−Tp
dtg(t)eiΦn(t,k‖) '
∫ Tp/2
0
dtg(t)eiΦn(t,k‖)
' g(t = tr)eiΦn(tr,k‖)
∫ Tp/2
0
dtei(1/2)(d
2Φn/dt2)|t=tr (t−tr)2+i(1/6)(d3Φn/dt3)|t=tr (t−tr)3
'
{
g(t = tr)e
iΦn(tr,k‖)R(tr) if d
3Φn/dt
3 > 0
g(t = tr)e
iΦn(tr,k‖)R(tr)
∗ otherwise,
(27)
where t = 0 and t = Tp/2 denote t at the outer-midplane and inner-midplane,
respectively, and the periodicity in a bounce time Tp is assumed for simplicity. Here,
R(tr) is defined by
R(tr) = e
−iα(x1t++t3+/3)Ai (x1, α, t0) , (28)
where the incomplete Airy function is Ai(x, α, t0) =
∫∞
t0
dteiα(xt+t
3/3), and
α =
∣∣∣∣12 d3Φndt3
∣∣∣∣
t=tr
, t+ =
∣∣∣∣d2Φn/dt2d3Φn/dt3
∣∣∣∣
t=tr
,
x1 = − t2+, and t0 = t+ − tr. (29)
For the resonance around the outer-midplane (i.e. tr ∼ 0), the incomplete Airy
function can be approximated by the complete Airy function, which is used in
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Around the outer-midplane t ∼ 0, the gyrofrequency Ω
is approximately parabolic in t and it dominates the phase, giving dΦn/dt ∝ (t2 − t2r).
Then the Taylor series up to third order is sufficient, and the resonance happens in the
saddle point t+ = tr. In this case, t0 = 0 and
Ai (x1, α, t0 = 0) =
pi
α1/3
Ai
(
α3/2x1
)
, (30)
where the complete Airy function is defined by Ai(x) = (1/pi)
∫∞
0
dtei(xt+t
3/3)†.
The complete Airy function is useful because it can be applicable to the resonance
around the inner-midplane (tr ∼ Tp/2). In this case, since dΦn/dt ∝ −((t− Tp/2)2 − t2r),
Eq. (27) holds with t0 = 0 by replacing t variables with Tp/2 − t, and the sign of Φn/dt
is opposite to the case of tr ∼ 0. Thus, we will use the complete Airy function for R(tr)
in the evaluations from Section 3.2.
For the negative parallel velocity particles in the lower-midplane, the trajectory
integral has the same value as Eq. (27). On the other hand, for the positive parallel
particles in the lower mid-plane or the negative parallel particles in the uppwer-midplane,
the integral needs to be be conjugated,∫ 0
−Tp/2
dtg(t)eiΦn(t,k‖) '
{
g(t = tr)e
iΦn(tr,k‖)R(tr)
∗ if d3Φn/dt3 > 0
g(t = tr)e
iΦn(tr,k‖)R(tr) otherwise.
(31)
The conditions to use R(tr) or R(tr)
∗ are summarized in Table 1.
† The real part of the function Ai(x) is determined by the first kind conventional airy function
Ai(x) =
∫∞
0
dt cos(xt + t3), and the imaginary part is determined by
∫∞
0
dt sin(xt + t3) = Bi(x)/3 +∫ x
0
(Ai(x)Bi(t)−Bi(x)Ai(t))dt where Bi is the conventional second kind airy function.
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When the resonance point tr is far from both the outer-midplane and the inner-
midplane, the second order term is likely much larger than the third order term in the
expansion of Φn. It results in the ordinary stationary approximation [1] using the second
order term,
Φn(t, k‖) ' Φn(tr, k‖) + 1
2
d2Φn
dt2
∣∣∣
t=tr
(t− tr)2, (32)∫ Tp/2
0
dtg(t)eiΦn(t,m) ' g(t = tr)eiΦn(tr,k‖)
√
2pi
id2Φn/dt2
∣∣∣
t=tr
. (33)
This can be also described by the Airy function in the asymptotic limit of |α3/2x1|  1
[27, 28],
e−iα(x1t++t
3
+/3)Ai (x1, α, t0 ' 0) '
(pi
α
)1/2 1
(−x1)1/4 e
ipi/4 as α3/2x1 → −∞
=
(
2pi
id2Φn/dt2
)1/2
. (34)
The non-resonant interaction can be important only in several specific locations of a
flux surface (t ∼ tnr), where it satisfies d2Φn/dt2 ' 0. In a toroidal geometry, for passing
particles, d2Φn/dt
2 ' 0 at outer-midplane (tnr = 0) and inner-midplane (tnr = Tp/2) of a
flux surface because of the background magnetic field. For trapped particles, it happens
at the outer-midplane (tnr = 0) and two particle tips (tnr = Tt1 and tnr = Tt2) where
the parallel velocity is zero in the upper-midplane and lower-midplane, respectively. In
these locations, even for the non-resonant particles dΦn/dt 6= 0, the contribution of
the phase integral to the diffusion is possibly significant. For the small but non-zero
dΦn/dt, the correlation length of the plasma and wave interactions is comparable to the
length scale of the magnetic fields variation. For example, the expansion around the
outer-midplane (tnr = 0) is
Φn(t, k‖) ' dΦn
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
t+
1
6
d3Φn
dt3
∣∣∣
t=0
t3, (35)
where d2Φn/dt
2 is likely to be zero because of the even parity of the magnetic field at
the midplane. The integral of the phase in Eq. (35) can be evaluated analytically by
the complete Airy function, giving∫ Tp/2
−Tp/2
dtg(t)eiΦn(t,m) ' g(tnr)eiΦn(tnr,m)N(tnr). (36)
The non-resonant interaction in N(tnr) is evaluated as
N(tnr) =
pi
α1/3
(
Ai
(
α2/3x2
)
+ Ai
(
α2/3x2
)∗)
, (37)
where the contribution in the lower-midplane is the conjugate of that in the upper-
midplane. Here the new variable x2 is defined by the derivatives at t = tnr,
x2 = 2
∣∣∣∣ dΦn/dtd3Φn/dt3
∣∣∣∣
t=tnr
. (38)
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Table 1. Condition for R(tr) or R(tr)
∗ for Tn∗ in Eq. (39)
tr in upper mid-plane tr in lower mid-plane
v‖ > 0 v‖ < 0 v‖ > 0 v‖ < 0
d3Φn/dt
3 > 0 R(tr) R(tr)
∗ R(tr) R(tr)∗
d3Φn/dt
3 < 0 R(tr)
∗ R(tr) R(tr)∗ R(tr)
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Figure 3. (a) Real part of the trajectory integral in Eq. (28) and Eq. (37) in terms
of the parameter x of adjacent poloidal modes, and (b) the variation of parameter α in
terms of x of adjacent poloidal modes. Each data point is obtained for the consecutive
spectral modes numbers with a fixed velocity variable (E,µ) in a circular tokamak. If
the spectral mode is in the group Kr, x = x1 and Figure (a) shows R(t) in Eq. (28)
in the upper mid-plane (red) and in the lower mid-plane (black) with its asymptotic
limit in Eq. (34) (blue). If the spectral mode is in the group Knr, x = x2 and Figure
(a) shows N(t) in Eq. (37) (green).
Because the Airy function decays to zero at a fast rate as the positive argument increases
as shown in Figure 3-(a), the contribution is not negligible only for α2/3x2 < 1 and this
argument determines the width of the non-resonant contribution in v space or in k space
from the boundary of the resonant contribution, as will be shown in Sec. 4.2. Around
the boundary, the resonant contribution in Eq. (27) and the non-resonant contribution
in Eq. (36) are smoothly connected because the both arguments x1 in Eq. (27) and
x2 in Eq.(36) converge to zero and the phases other than Airy functions are smoothly
continuous, as will be shown in Figure 4-(b).
3.3. Implementation
In this section, we explain how to implement the positive-definite form of the bounce
averaged quasilinear diffusion coefficients in the wave code TORIC [6]. Before explaining
the implementation, we comment about the conductivity tensor, which has the general
relation of Eq. (A.6) with the diffusion coefficients. Since both the conductivity tensor
used in the Maxwell’s equation and the diffusion coefficients used in the Fokker-Planck
equation are based on the derivation of the perturbed distribution by the RF waves (e.g.
Eq. (B.8)), they need to be consistent in terms of the assumption of the derivations.
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Figure 4. (a) Real part of R(tr) exp(iΦn(tr)) and N(tnr) exp(iΦn(tnr)) and (b) the
phase Φn in terms of the parameter x of adjacent poloidal modes for the same example
as Figure 3. Here, tnr = 0 and Φn(tnr) = 0 in the outer-midplane.
For example, in our previous paper [24], we have derived the quasilinear diffusion in the
homogenous plasmas and magnetic fields in a small Larmor radius approximation, which
is equivalent to the assumption of the dielectric tensor used in TORIC [6]. The consistent
conductivity tensor and quasilinear diffusion in Eq. (23) and (34) of [24] guarantee the
same power absorption 〈J · E〉w = W˙ in the lowest order of the small Larmor radius
expansion [24], which is useful for the convergence of the iteration between TORIC and
CQL3D. However, in this paper, we modified the existing quasilinear diffusion in [24]
to include the parallel inhomogeneity, while keeping the existing dielectric tensor in
TORIC. Because the trajectory integral with the Airy function is not consistent with
the plasma dispersion function of which imaginary part corresponds to the Dirac-delta
function, we have to redefine the dielectric tensors. We remain it as a future work since
it is not trivial to find the pre-calculated velocity integral values for the conductivity
without the Dirac-delta function, and it is computationally expensive. There were
some previous work to modify the plasma dispersion function to consider the parallel
inhomogeneity [8, 9, 10], but their dielectric tensor are not exactly consistent with the
quasilinear diffusion in this paper.
Using the approximation of the trajectory integral in Section 3.1, the positive-
definite form of the bounce-averaged quasilinear diffusion coefficient can be defined by
Tn
∗(E, µ) =
∫
k∈Kr
dk
∑
r
G(Pn(tr) · E(k))∗eiΦn(tr,k‖)R(tr)
+
∫
k∈Knr
dk
∑
nr
G(Pn((tnr) · E(k))∗eiΦn(tnr,k‖)N(tnr), (39)
where Kr is the group of the spectral modes that have at least one location of a flux
surface satisfying the resonance condition and
∑
r is the summation of the values at all
resonant positions tr, while Knr is the group of the spectral modes that do not satisfy
the resonance condition in all locations of the flux surface and
∑
nr is the summation of
the values at the specific positions tnr for the non-resonant interactions. As mentioned
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in the previous section, the location of tnr is determined by the possible positions where
the correlation length of the plasma-wave interaction is comparable to the length for
the magnetic fields variation. For passing particles, tnr is located in the outer-midplane
(tnr = 0) and the inner-midplane (tnr = Tp/2), and for trapped particles, tnr is located
in the outer-midplane (tnr = 0) and two tips of the trapping in the upper-midplane and
the lower-midplane. Here, the resonant interaction in R(t) is replaced by its conjugate
according to the conditions in Table 1.
To be coupled with CQL3D, we reformulate the quasilinear diffusion tensor in a
spherical coordinate, (v, ϑ, φ), where v =
√
v2⊥ + v
2
‖ is the speed, ϑ = arctan(v⊥/v‖) is
the pitchangle, and φ is the gyroangle. Then, the quasilinear diffusion coefficients (B,
C, E and F) determine the divergence of the flux in velocity space by [12]. After taking
a bounce average of the gyroaveraged quasilinear diffusion using the invariant variables
defined at the outer-midplane (v, ϑ0), the bounce-averaged diffusion for CQL3D is
λp〈Q(f)〉b = 1
v2
∂
∂v
{
λp〈B〉b ∂
∂v
+ λp
〈
C
∂ϑ0
∂ϑ
〉
b
∂
∂ϑ0
}
f(v, ϑ0)
+
1
v2 sinϑ0
∂
∂ϑ0
{
λp
〈
E
sinϑ0
sinϑ
∂ϑ0
∂ϑ
〉
b
∂
∂v
+ λp
〈
F
sinϑ0
sinϑ
(
∂ϑ0
∂ϑ
)2〉
b
∂
∂ϑ
}
f(v, ϑ0). (40)
TORIC uses the dielectric tensor in the expansion by a small parameter of k⊥ρi [6],
and in our previous paper [24] we derived the bounce-averaged diffusion coefficient to
the lowest order for the fundamental cyclotron damping (n = 1) in Eq. (44) of [24] as
〈B〉b =
piω2p
4mns
1
Tp
∫ Tp
0
dt
∑
m1
∑
m2
Re
[
ei(m2−m1)θE+(m1)
× v
2
⊥c
2
|k‖| δ
(
v‖ − ω − Ω
k‖
)
E+(m2)
]
, (41)
where the electric field is decomposed in TORIC into poloidal spectral modes∑
m E(m) exp(imθ) for a fixed toroidal spectral mode at each radial element. Here, the
phase is determined by ω − nΩ− k‖v‖ where the poloidal mode m is used to determine
k‖v‖ = mθ˙ + nϕϕ˙, while the Kaufman form uses ω − nΩ − jωb − nϕϕ˙, where nϕ is the
toroidal mode number, θ˙ and ϕ˙ are the poloidal and toroidal velocity rate, respectively
and ωb is the bounce frequency. In TORIC, the toroidal spectral modes are decoupled
each other for the toroidal axisymmetric geometry, while the poloidal spectral modes
are coupled by the weak form of the wave equation on the finite element code for the
inhomogeneous dielectric tensor and parallel wave vector k‖(θ) along the poloidal angle
[6]. Eq. (41) is used to produce the results for the K-E diffusion coefficient in Figure 1.
In this paper, we modify the coefficient 〈B〉b for the positive-definite form, giving
〈B〉b =
c2ω2p
8mns
1
Tp
[ ∑
m∈mr
∑
r
E+
∗(m)v⊥(tr)eiΦn(tr,k‖)R(tr)
+
∑
m∈mnr
∑
nr
E+
∗(m)v⊥(tnr)eiΦn(tnr,k‖)N(tnr)
]2
, (42)
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where mr is the group of the poloidal modes that have at least one location of a flux
surface satisfying the resonance condition, while mnr is the group of the poloidal modes
that do not satisfy the resonance condition in all locations of the flux surface. Because
we use the same diffusion vector G as the Kennel-Engelmann diffusion, the relations
between 〈B〉b with other coefficients by C, E, and F are the same as Eq. (50) of [24].
Also, as mentioned, we keep the dielectric tensor as in [24, 25] (e.g. (Lˆ + ∆Lˆ1)E+ in
Eq. (25) and (26) of [24] for the fundamental cyclotron damping).
Figure 3-(a) shows the evaluation of R(tr) in Eq. (28) and N(tnr) in Eq. (37) for
different poloidal mode numbers of TORIC. In the figure, if the poloidal mode number
has at least one resonance (i.e. m ∈ mr), R(tr) is shown in x = x1 at t = tr, and
otherwise (i.e. m ∈ mnr) N(tr) is shown in x = x2 at t = tnr. For the evaluation of
Figure 3, we use the up-down symmetric flux surface that has the cyclotron resonance
layer close to the the outer-midplane t = 0. Thus, the range of the evaluation is selected
as [-Tp/2,Tp/2] with tnr = 0. The real part of R(tr) in the upper mid-plane is the same
as that in lower mid-plane because of the up-down symmetry, and the imaginary parts
of R(tr) cancel each other. The real part of R(tr) is smoothly connected with N(tnr)/2
around x = 0 due to their definitions using Airy functions. However, note that R(tr) has
the additional factor, exp(−iα(x1t+ t3/3)), other than the Airy function, and because
of the factor it converges in the limit of the stationary approximation asymptotically
when α3/2x1 → −∞, as shown in Eq. (34) (see the blue graph of Fig 3-(a)). Figure
3-(b) shows the variation of d3Φn/dt
3 at t = tr or t = tnr due to the change of the
magnetic field in t.
Figure 4-(a) shows the values of R(tr) exp(iΦn(tr)) that has the additional phase
factor from the values in Figure 3-(a). The phase Φn(tr) determines the correlation
length of the contributions. The fast oscillation by the phase change in Φn(tr) as the
resonance location becomes away from t = tnr = 0 results in the decorrelation between
each resonance. As shown in Figure 4-(a), when tr is away from the t = 0, each resonance
is likely decorrelated from each other due to the phase mixing [1]. However, around t = 0
the phase mixing is significantly reduced and each resonance is likely correlated because
there is a substantial cancellation of the phase between Φn and α(x1t+ + t
3
+/3) of R(tr).
As shown in Figure 4-(b), around t = 0, the parabolic change of dΦn/dt ∝ (t2 − t2r)
results in the exact cancellation,
Φn(tr, k‖) + α(x1t+ + t3+/3) = 0 as tr → 0. (43)
Thus, only higher order variations (e.g. t4 − t4r) can contribute the finite phase of
Φn(tr, k‖) + α(x1t+ + t3+/3) around t = 0 for the up-down symmetric geometry. The
reduced phase mixing due to the cancellation is an important effect of the toroidal
geometry that is captured in the form of this paper but not in the Dirac-delta function
of the K-E coefficients that determines the correlation only by the phase Φn(tr, k‖). In
other words, the positive definite form of this paper has the minimized phase mixing
of the solid lines in Figure 4-(b), while K-E coefficients have the overestimated phase
mixing by the dashed line of Figure 4-(b). Additionally, this cancellation results in
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the smooth connection between R(tr) exp(iΦn(tr)) and N(tnr), and the two consecutive
resonances around t = 0 are likely correlated. In Section 4-1, we will show how the
correlation around t = 0 is important in the evaluation of the diffusion coefficients.
The assumption in Section 3.1 for the periodicity of Φn in every bounce time Tp is
not generally valid in many flux surfaces. The change of Φn in a period is determined
by ∆Φn = Φn(t = 0)−Φn(t = −Tp) '
∫ 0
−Tp(ω−nΩ(t))dt+(ms+nsq)2pi where ms+nsq
is the parallel spectral mode number of the flux surface, ms and ns are the poloidal and
toroidal spectral mode numbers, respectively, and q is the safety factor. All terms of
∆Φn except the poloidal mode contribution by m result in the non-periodicity of Φn
(i.e. mod(∆Φn, 2pi) 6= 0 where mod(a, b) is the remainder after division a by b). Thus,
the evaluation value of Eq. (39) is different depending on the initial value of t in the
range of the integration, and the average value of the evaluation in many periods is
different depending on the number of periods, although the average value is expected
to converge in many periods due to any decorrelation. We will show the importance of
the initial value and the number of periods in the examples of Section 4.
For the evaluation in one period Tp, the initial value and the last value of t determine
the discontinuous point of Φn. As shown in Figure 3 and 4, the phase of Φn is important
to determine the correlation of the evaluation. Thus, it needs to select the discontinuous
point carefully for the implementation. For ICRF waves, if the cyclotron resonance layer
is located in the major radius larger than the magnetic axis, the correlation around the
outer-midplane is more important than that around the inner-midplane. In that case,
the evaluation in the range [-Tp/2,Tp/2] is desirable to have the continuous Φn around
the outer-midplane t = 0 (or θ = 0). In other words, if the phase Φn is calculated in
the poloidal angle from θ = −pi to θ = pi for passing particles (the reference poloidal
angle θref = −pi) and from θ = 2pi − θt2 to θ = θt1 for trapped particles, where θ1 and
θ2 are the poloidal angles of trapping tips with 0 < θ1 < θ2 < 2pi. On the other hand,
the major radius of the resonance layer is less than the magnetic axis, the continuous
Φn around the inner-midplane is more important and the range [0,Tp] (i.e. from θ = 0
to θ = 2pi) is desirable. In this case, the reference poloidal angle for the Φn calculation
is at the outer-midplane θref = 0. The significant difference in the diffusion coefficients
made by different reference poloidal angles will also be shown in Figure 5-(a).
The evaluation of the positive-definite form is computationally more expensive
than that of the K-E coefficients. The evaluation of the form in Eq. (39) requires
O(nrn
2
vn
3
mnchnint) floating point operations, while the K-E form in Eq. (6) requires
O(nrnvn
2
m) operations. Here nr and nm are the number of radial coordinate grid and
poloidal coordinate grid points (or poloidal spectral modes), respectively, and nv is
the number of the velocity space grid points in each direction. In the K-E form, the
Dirac-delta function reduces the nv operations, and the integral in k2 can be evaluated
separately from the integral in k1 [26] so there is a reduction by a factor of nm operations.
However, in the positive-definite form, those reductions are not applicable and there are
additional nchnint operations for the phase evaluation for Φn, where nch is the order of
the interpolation (e.g. Chebyshev interpolation) and nint is the number of the required
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interpolations. For nm ∼ 100, nv ∼ 100, nch ∼ 10, and nint ∼ 10, the computation of
the positive-definite form is expensive being about 106 times more than the K-E form.
To reduce the computation cost for the high resolution case with a large nm, we
introduced the reduced poloidal space grid by nθ  2nm for the evaluation of the
trajectory integral, while keeping the original number nm for the poloidal spectral mode
summation. It is because the trajectory integral does not require the fine mesh as much
as the shortest wavelength does. It results in the reduction of the computation cost by
about 100 times, giving the operation count O(nrn
2
vnmn
2
θnchnint).
4. Features of the diffusion
In this section, we investigate some features of the quasilinear diffusion that is derived
in Section 3 and implemented in TORIC. As an example, the previous benchmark study
of ICRF waves in [24, 29] is examined for the minority species heating scenarios in ITER
with a static magnetic field 5.3T at the magnetic axis. In this example, we simulate
three ion species with the density ratio of (D,T,He3)= (48, 48, 2)% and the ICRF wave
frequency is 50MHz. The dominant wave power is absorbed by the minority species He3
in the off-axis because the cyclotron layer is located at R = R0 + 0.55m on the low field
side, which is tangential to the flux surface of r/a = 0.32. Here, R0 = 6.2m is the major
radius of magnetic-axis and r/a is the normalized radial coordinate, which is defined by
the square root of normalized poloidal flux.
Using this example, the positive-definite form of quasilinear diffusion in this paper is
compared with the K-E diffusion. To focus on the value of the quasilinear diffusion and
exclude the effect of non-Maxwellian, we assume that the total power damping is small
(Pabs = 1W ) and the distribution functions of all plasma species are approximately
Maxweliian. TORIC is used to evaluate the postive-definite quasilinear diffusion
coefficients in this paper. In the example, the power decomposition by 〈E · J〉w is 59%
of He3 fundamental damping, 17% of T second harmonic damping, and 24% electron
damping in TORIC.
4.1. Correlation between resonances
Figure 5-(a) shows the effect of correlation between consecutive resonances on the power
absorption profile. The blue curve of Figure 5-(a) is the power profile by 〈E·J〉w and it is
supposed to be the same theoretically as the green curve by W˙ using the K-E coefficients
in the lowest order of the small Larmor radius approximation [24]. The difference in the
two curves is due to the error introduced by negative values in the quasilinear diffusion as
shown in Figure 1. The red and cyan curves of Figure 5-(a) show the power absorption by
the positive-definite diffusion coefficients of this paper with each curve having a different
poloidal reference θref for the evaluation range of the trajectory integral. As shown in
the solid lines of Figure 4-(b), the phase mixing around the outer-midplane (θ = 0)
is so small that two consecutive resonances in a trajectory around the outer-midplane
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are likely correlated. In the red curve of Figure 5-(a), by locating the discontinuous
poloidal reference location of Φn far from the outer-midplane (θref = −pi), the correlation
between two resonances (e.g. θ = 0.1 and θ = −0.1) are well captured in the diffusion.
On the other hand, in the cyan curve of Figure 5-(a), when the discontinuous poloidal
reference is on the outer-midplane (θref = 0), the two resonances around the outer-
midplane (e.g. θ = 0.1 and θ = 2pi − 0.1) are likely uncorrelated. According to the
fundamental theory of statistics, the contributions of the perfectly correlated two kicks
on the diffusion is twice larger than that of perfectly uncorrelated two random kicks.
The reduced diffusion coefficients can explain the decrease in the power absorption of the
cyan curve compared to the red curve around r/a = 0.25, where the flux surface is almost
tangential to the resonance layer around the outer-midplane. In a real experiment, the
actual velocity diffusion by two consecutive resonances is likely determined by neither
a perfect correlation of the red curve result or a perfect decorrelation of the cyan curve
result. Instead, it could be a point between two case results, which is determined by
the dominant decorrelation mechanism in the experiment.
It is worth noting that the blue curve in Figure 5-(a) for 〈E·J〉w is similar to the red
curve for the correlated resonance, although 〈E · J〉w is based on the more decorrelated
resonances around the outer-midplane. The Dirac-delta function of the K-E form that
is equivalent to 〈E · J〉w results in a large value at θ ' 0 where d2Φn/dt2 ' 0, as shown
in the singularity of the blue curve in Figure 3-(a), which may make the similarly large
contribution to the diffusion as the correlated resonance of the red curve in Figure 5-(a).
However, it is not necessary that the diffusion with the correlated resonances is always
similar to that of the K-E form or 〈E · J〉w because this toroidal effect is captured only
in the positive-definite form.
Figure 5-(b) shows that the power profiles are the same for the different velocity
space grid resolutions unlike Figure 1 by the K-E diffusion coefficients. It is because the
positive definite form does not need the average of negative values in a grid spacing.
Figures 6 and 7 show the contour plots for the component of bounce-averaged
quasilinear diffusion tensor in the speed direction, 〈B〉b = vˆ · 〈Dql〉b · vˆ, at r/a = 0.25 in
linear scale and log scale, respectively, where vˆ is the unit vector of the velocity. The size
and the patterns of all subplots in Figure 6 and 7 are similar but have some distinctive
features depending on the evaluation method. The K-E diffusion in Figures 6-(a) and
7-(a) show the discontinuous and noisy patterns (e.g. discontinuous white parts in the
log plot) because of the negative values in the diffusion coefficients, as explained Section
2. Figures 6-(b) and 7-(b) for the positive-definite form with θref = −pi show more
smooth and distinctive contour patterns due to the correlated resonances than those of
Figures 6-(c) and 7-(c) for the positive-definite form with θref = 0.
4.2. Non-resonant interactions
The additional contribution by the non-resonant interaction from N(tnr) in Eq. (37)
results in the continuous evaluation of the integrand of Eq. (39) in both k and v
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Figure 5. Radial profiles of power absorption by He3 for the 50 MHz ICRF injection
in ITER. The profiles are simulated by 〈E · J〉w (blue) in TORIC and W˙ with
different quasilinear diffusion coefficients (other colors). In (a), the green curve uses
the Kennel-Engelmann coefficients, and the red and cyan curves use the positive-
definite coefficients with θref = −pi and θref = 0, respectively. The velocity space grid
resolution for all diffusion coefficients is ∆v = 0.01. In (b), the profiles are obtained by
the positive-definite coefficients with θref = −pi and various velocity space resolutions
for ∆v = 0.02, ∆v = 0.01, and ∆v = 0.005.
space. Because the resonance condition depends on both k‖ and v‖, including only
the resonance interaction results in the discontinuity depending whether there exists a
resonance or not. In the K-E diffusion form of Eq. (6), the resonance condition depends
on only k‖1 and the integral in k2 space does not depend on the resonance condition,
so the discontinuity in k space by the resonance condition is not problematic in the
K-E evaluation. On the other hand, the continuous integrand of Eq. (39) in k space is
necessary in the positive-definite form to include the interference between the different
spectra.
In Figure 7-(a), the discontinuity in v space by ignoring the non-resonant interaction
in the K-E form is shown in the large white blocks (e.g. inside −0.1 < u‖0/unorm < 0.1),
while they are filled by the continuous values in the positive-definite form in Figure 7-(b)
and (c) as well as the measured diffusion in Figure 7-(d). If we ignore N(tnr) in the
positive-definite form of Eq. (39) when there is no resonance for all k spectra at a certain
velocity space grid, it results in the contours of Figure 8 for the positive-definite form,
which also shows the similar white regions around −0.1 < u‖0/unorm < 0.1 as Figure
7-(a). Even in this case of Figure 8, at each velocity coordinate, N(tnr) is included if
there is at least one resonance in a k spectrum, because the continuous integrand of Eq.
(39) in k space is necessary as explained in the previous paragraph. The change in the
total power absorption by excluding N(tnr) is small in this example: only 1% change of
total power absorption by N(tnr) in Figure 7-(b) compared to the power absorption in
Figure 8.
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Figure 6. 2-D contour plots of the bounce-averaged quasilinear diffusion coefficient
in velocity space (u‖0, u⊥0) at r/a = 0.25 using (a) K-E form, (b) Positive-definite
form with θref = −pi, and (c) Positive-definite form with θref = 0. The contours in
(a), (b), and (c) correspond to the power absorption in green, red, and cyan curves of
Figure 5, respectively. Here unorm is the momentum corresponding to the energy of
He3 500KeV. The dashed lines are the trapped-passing boundaries, and the unit of the
λ〈B〉 is v4norm where vnorm is the speed corresponding to unorm [23]. The simulation
domain in this plot is inside the circle of the radius=1.0.
4.3. Evaluation periods
Figure 9 shows the power profiles for the same case as Figure 5 by 〈E ·J〉w and W˙ using
the average of the bounce-averaged quasilinear diffusion coefficient in many poloidal
periods. Note again that 〈E · J〉w is evaluated by the plasma dispersion function in the
homogeneous limit, so the power profiles by W˙ with the positive definite form for the
toroidal geometry do not necessarily match with 〈E · J〉w. As explained in Sec. 3.3,
the non-periodic Φn results in different results depending on the number of periods.
Figure 9-(a) and (b) show the changes for θref = −pi and θref = 0, respectively. As
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Figure 7. The same 2-D contour plots as Figure 6 in log scale.
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Figure 8. The same 2-D contour plots as Figure 7-(b) for the positive-definite
form with θref = −pi but ignoring non-resonant interaction N(tnr) when there is
no resonance in all k spectra
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Figure 9. Radial profiles of power absorption of the same case in Figure 5 with the
evaluation in many poloidal periods for (a) θref = −pi and (b) θref = 0
expected in Sec. 4.1, the difference depending on the initial value of the evaluation range
(poloidal reference) decreases as the number of evaluation periods increases (compare
the yellow curves and the violet curves in Fig. 8). Although the difference between
θref = −pi and θref = 0 converges to zero, Figure 9 shows that the changes in many
periods does not converge by increasing number of evaluation periods (see the changes
between the red and violet graphs). The unexpected additional diffusion in many
periods (especially at r/a > 0.4) is due to the missing decorrelation in many periods
for a specific condition, when mod(∆Φn, 2pi) = 0. If a poloidal spectral mode satisfies
the condition mod(∆Φn, 2pi) = 0 for a velocity space grid at a flux surface, all other
poloidal spectral modes satisfy the condition because ∆Φn(m + 1) = ∆Φn(m) + 2pi.
This unphysical diffusion can be reduced by adding toroidal mode summation or any
decorrelation mechanism in the evaluation. By adding the realistic decorrelation to the
simulations, we may recover the perfect decorrelation assumption used when deriving
Eq. (8) for the positive-definite form in Section 3.1.
The possible decorrelation mechanisms in many poloidal periods are the collisions,
the radial drift, and the perturbed orbit by the RF waves. For this example of ITER
with Te = Ti = 25KeV , ne = 10
20/m3, q = 1.5, and R = 6m, the collisional time by
τi ' 1/νie = 3.44 × 105
√
(mi/me)T
3/2
e /(ne log Λ) ' 10−2 [sec] is much longer than the
time for the one poloidal orbit L‖/vti ' 2piqR/vti ' 10−5 [sec]. However, the collisional
decorrelation could be effective for ion cyclotron damping. The previous studies [13, 34]
showed that the collisional decorrelation can make a significant impact on the cyclotron
resonance in the inhomogeneous magnetic fields by including the collisional diffusion in
the phase. Additionally, a small change of the velocity due to the RF waves after each
period can decorrelate it. The implementation of the decorrelation mechanism in the
diffusion form will be investigated in the future.
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5. Discussion
In this paper, we derive the positive-definite form of bounce-averaged quasilinear
diffusion coefficients in a toroidal geometry. Using the K-E diffusion coefficient cannot
guarantee the positive definiteness of its bounce-average because of the broken symmetry
between the trajectory integral and the bounce integral. By evaluating the trajectory
integral using Airy functions in the toroidal geometry, we can obtain the positive-definite
form in Eq. (39). As expected, using the positive-definite form reduces the numerical
errors due to the negative diffusion in K-E form as shown in Figure 5.
Furthermore, the positive-definite form can include other important toroidal effects
that are ignored in the K-E form. The toroidal effects occur significantly around the
inner-midplane, outer-midplane, and trapping tips for d2Φn/dt
2 ' 0 when the wave-
particle correlation length becomes so large that the parallel variation needs to be
considered in the correlation length. Due to the long correlation length, the consecutive
resonances in this region can be correlated with each other. Analytically, it can be
shown in the cancellation between Φn and α(x1t+ + t
3
+/3) in R(tr) in Eq. (43) for the
minimized phase mixing, which cannot be shown in the Dirac-delta function of the K-
E form. Numerically, it can result in different results depending on the choice of the
poloidal reference for the evaluation range. The evaluation range can be adjusted to
provide the continuous evaluation to capture the correlations between resonances, as
shown in Figure 5. The non-resonant contribution in the region of the long correlation
length can be significant if |dΦn/dt| is sufficiently small, and the additional contribution
makes the continuous diffusion in both k and v space.
In spite of the good capability to capture some toroidal effects in the diffusion, the
positive-definite form of this paper still cannot include all toroidal effects. First, in our
form, the parallel variation is considered by the expansion around the resonance or non-
resonant locations up to third order. If the variation in the correlation length cannot be
described by the third order expansion, the form derived here fails to include the effect.
For example, in a small radius flux surface, the non-resonant contribution from the inner-
midplane and the outer-midplane can be mixed, while in our form they are independent
of each other and some of their contributions may be double-counted. On the other hand,
some previous studies [13, 15, 16] found the over-accentuation of the tangent resonance
as the result of the trajectory integral and they suggested some methods to address the
problems. As the rapid decorrelation assumption ensuring a positive definite kick clashes
with the phase stationarity close to the turning points, Be´coulet suggested to simply
omit the oscillatory part of the Airy function hereby ensuring a smooth connection
between usual and higher order stationary phase points [13]. Similarly, and based on a
detailed assessment of Kaufman’s ideas, Lamalle suggested to symmetrize the dielectric
response by replacing the k‖ in the Fried-Conte function by its average for the poloidal
modes of the electric field and RF current density [15]. For our treatment, our primary
concern is likewise the symmetry of the result.
Additionally, as explained in the introduction, the magnetic and ∇B drifts giving
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the finite orbit width can have a significant impact on the diffusion of the energetic
ions. In this paper, the drifts are just ignored in the phase and the trajectory integrals
for simplicity. Because of the complexity in the diffusion in the mixed real and velocity
phase space when the canonical toroidal angular momentum pϕ is considered [19, 20, 21],
the numerical evaluation of the drift effects will be complicated. Using the Monte-Carlo
operator for the diffusion in pϕ, some particle codes have shown the radial transport
[17, 30, 31], and the current and ion toroidal rotation drive [32, 33] induced by RF
waves. These topics will be the subject of future work to extend the analytical form of
this paper to be used in the continuum Fokker-Planck code.
Another problem of using the positive-definite form for the self-consistent solutions
between Maxwell’s equations and the Fokker-Planck equation is the lack of consistency
with the plasma dispersion function used for the dielectric tensor, as explained in Section
3.3. Because the plasma dispersion function has the same assumption as that used for
the K-E diffusion coefficients for the uniform phase along the parallel direction, it results
in the mismatch of the assumption with the form for the parallel inhomogeneity. When
the difference between the 〈E · J〉w by the plasma dispersion function and W˙ of the
positive definite form is small like Figure 5, the mismatch may have the negligible impact
on the numerical convergence of the iteration between Maxwell’s equation solver and
Fokker-Planck equation solver. Otherwise, we may need to investigate the equivalent
dielectric tensor to the positive-definite form using the trajectory integrals. Because the
Airy function in Eq. (28) for the trajectory integral is a complex number (not pure real
or imaginary) unlike the Dirac-delta function, both Hermitian part and anti-Hermitian
part of the dielectric tensor need to be corrected according to the trajectory integral.
The particle codes to measure the diffusion numerically [17, 18, 30, 31] can include
the perturbed orbit effects as well as the toroidal effects. They can show more realistic
diffusion for certain particles in a phase velocity (e.g. particle of the stagnation point
about v‖ ' 0), which cannot be captured easily in the analytical form as this paper.
Nevertheless, the analytical form is also useful to unveil the hidden structures of the
numerical results as given in the cancellation of Eq. (43). Furthermore, the comparisons
between the results from analytical form and the particle code will be beneficial to
increase the reliability of the theory.
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Appendix A. Relation between the conductivity tensor and the quasilinear
diffusion tensor
In the Maxwell’s equation,
∇×∇× E + ω
2
c2
E = −iωµ0(Jp + Jant) , (A.1)
where Jp is the plasma current and Jant is the external current at the antenna. The
conductivity kernel tensor σ¯ is defined by
Jp(r) =
∫
dkσ¯(r,k) · E(k)eik·r, (A.2)
For the kinetic description of the wave, the Maxwell’s equation is coupled with the
Fokker-Planck equation for a species s,
∂fs
∂t
+ (vD + v‖b) · ∇fs = C(fs) +Q(fs), (A.3)
where vD is the drift velocity and C(fs) is the Fokker-Planck collision operator. The
quasilinear velocity diffusion Q(fs) can be obtained by taking an average of the product
of two oscillating quantities,
Q(fs) = − q
m
〈
∇v ·
[(
E +
v ×B
c
)
f˜s
]〉
w
, (A.4)
where f˜s is the weakly perturbed distribution function by RF waves, and 〈...〉w
is the average in a sufficiently long time and length scale compared to the wave
oscillation. The conductivity tensor can be defined by the perturbed distribution using
J =
∑
s
∫
dvqsvf˜s.
By taking bounce-average of the equation after ignoring the drift term, the Fokker-
Planck equation can be
∂f
∂t
+ 〈Q(f)〉b = 〈C(f)〉b, (A.5)
where f can be defined by the invariant velocity variables vc in the bounce time.
In many studies [22, 35, 36], the relation between the conductivity tensor and the
quasilinear diffusion has been investigated. The Poynting theorem (e.g. dot-product of
Eq. (A.1) with the electric fields) show the relation,
〈J · E〉w = W˙ +∇ ·T, (A.6)
where T is the kinetic flux and W˙ is the power absorption that can be defined by the
quasilinear linear diffusion
W˙ =
∫
dv
mv2
2
Q(f). (A.7)
The volume integral of Eq. (A.6) shows the relation more clearly because the kinetic
flux vanishes. The volume integral of the Joule heating term is
1
2
Re
[∫
dr(J · E∗)
]
=
1
2
Re
[∫
dr
∫
dk1
∫
dk2(E
∗(k2) · σ¯(r,k) · E(k1))ei((k1−k2)·r)
]
(A.8)
=
∫
dr
∫
dv
mv2
2
Q(f). (A.9)
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Because σ¯ has the velocity integral
∫
dv, Eq. (A.8) has
∫
dr
∫
dv, which is an integral
over cyclical motions and constants of motion of the phase space. The remaining
integrands in Eq. (A.8) are related to the quasilinear diffusion in Eq. (A.9).
Appendix B. quasilinear diffusion coefficient in a homogenous magnetic
field
In a uniform magnetic field with spatially uniform plasmas, the Kennel-Engelmann
quasilinear diffusion operator [5] can be defined by
Q(f) = − q
m
〈
∇v ·
[(
E +
v ×B
c
)
f
]〉
w
(B.1)
' − q
m
∇v ·
[∑
k
{
↔
I
(
1− k · v
ω
)
+
kv
ω
}
· E−kfk
]
, (B.2)
where
↔
I is the unit tensor. We have used the Fourier analyzed fluctuating electric field,
E =
∑
k Ek exp(ik·r−iωkt), the fluctuating magnetic field B =
∑
k Bk exp(ik·r−iωkt),
and the fluctuating distribution function, f =
∑
k fk exp(ik · r − iωkt). The functions
Ek ≡ E(ωk,k), Bk ≡ B(ωk,k), and fk ≡ f(ωk,k) satisfy the relation f−k ≡
f(ω−k,−k) = f ∗(ωk,k) where ∗ denotes complex conjugate and ωk = −ω∗−k. Faraday’s
law has been used in going from (B.1) to (B.2) to write Bk = (c/ω)k × Ek. The
quasilinear operator can be written as
Q(f) ≡ q
m
[
1
v⊥
∂
∂v⊥
(v⊥Γ⊥) +
1
v⊥
∂Γφ
∂φ
+
∂Γ‖
∂v‖
]
. (B.3)
The flux in the perpendicular direction is
Γ⊥ = −
∑
k
{
E∗k,⊥
(
1− k‖v‖
ω
)
+ E∗k,‖
k⊥v‖
ω
cos (φ− β)
}
fk. (B.4)
Here, the velocity is defined as v = v⊥ cosφ ex + v⊥ sinφ ey + v‖e‖, where φ is the gyro
phase angle, and x and y are the orthogonal coordinates in the perpendicular plane
to the static magnetic field. The wavenumber vector is defined as k = k⊥ cos β ex +
k⊥ sin β ey + k‖e‖. The flux in the gyro-phase direction is
Γφ = −
∑
k
{
E∗k,φ
(
1− k⊥v⊥
ω
cos (φ− β)− k‖v‖
ω
)
− E∗k,⊥
k⊥v⊥
ω
sin (φ− β)− E∗k,‖
k⊥v‖
ω
sin (φ− β)
}
fk, (B.5)
and the flux in the parallel direction is
Γ‖ = −
∑
k
{
E∗k,‖
(
1− k⊥v⊥
ω
cos (φ− β)
)
+ E∗k,⊥
k‖v⊥
ω
}
fk. (B.6)
Here, the perturbed fluctuating distribution function consistent with a single mode wave
is
fk = − q
m
e−ik·r+iωt
∫ t
−∞
dt′eik·r
′−iωt′Ek ·
[
↔
I
(
1− v
′ · k
ω
)
+
v′k
ω
]
· ∇v′f, (B.7)
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where (t′, r′,v′) is a point of phase space along the zero-order particle trajectory.
The trajectory end point corresponds to (t, r,v). The background distribution, f =
f(t, r, v⊥, v‖), is gyro-phase independent because of the fast gyro-motion. As a result,
fk = − q
m
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(iα)
{
cos (η + Ωτ)((Ek,+ + Ek,−)U − Ek,‖V )
− i sin (η + Ωτ)(Ek,+ − Ek,−)U + Ek,‖ ∂f
∂v‖
}
. (B.8)
Here, τ = t − t′, and α = (ω − k‖v‖)τ − λ(sin (η + Ωτ) − sin (η)), where λ = k⊥v⊥/Ω
and η = φ − β. Also, U = ∂f/∂v⊥ + (k‖/ω)
(
v⊥∂f/∂v‖ − v‖∂f/∂v⊥
)
, and V =
(k⊥/ω)
(
v⊥∂f/∂v‖ − v‖∂f/∂v⊥
)
. We follow Stix’ notation [1].
For the energy transfer, the contribution of the flux in the gyro-phase direction
vanishes due to the integral over φ. Using the Bessel function expansion for the sinusoid
phase,
eiλ sin η =
∑
n
einηJn(λ),
sin ηeiλ sin η = −
∑
n
ieinηJ ′n(λ),
cos ηeiλ sin η =
∑
n
n
λ
einηJn(λ), (B.9)
the gyro-averaged quasilinear diffusion [5, 1] is
Q(f) =
piq2
m2
∑
n
G
(
v2⊥δ(ω − k‖v‖ − nΩ)|χk,n|2G(f)
)
(B.10)
where χk,n = Ek,+Jn−1/
√
2 +Ek,−Jn+1/
√
2 + (v‖/v⊥)Ek,‖Jn is the effective electric field,
and the operator G is
G(f) =
(
1− k‖v‖
ω
)
1
v⊥
∂f
∂v⊥
+
k‖v⊥
ω
1
v⊥
∂f
∂v‖
(B.11)
The quasilinear diffusion coefficient can be defined by
Q(f) ≡ ∇v ·Dql · ∇vf, (B.12)
where the coefficient tensor is given by
Dql =
piq2
m2
∑
n
((Pn(k) · E(k))G(k))∗ δ(ω − k‖v‖ − nΩ) ((Pn(k) · E(k))G(k)) . (B.13)
The polarization vector Pn and the diffusion direction vector G are determined by the
effective potential χk,n and the operator G,
Pn · E = χk,n, (B.14)
G =
(
1− k‖v‖
ω
)
vˆ⊥ +
k‖v⊥
ω
vˆ‖, (B.15)
The Dirac-delta function is obtained by the trajectory integral for∫ t
−∞
dt′A(k)ei
∫ t
t′ dt
′′(ω−nΩ−k‖v‖) = −
∫ t
−∞
dt′
A(k)
i(ω − nΩ− k‖v‖) (B.16)
→ piA(k)δ(ω − k‖v‖ − nΩ) (B.17)
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Appendix C. Constants of Motion
We declare that there exist three (momentum) constants of motion, vc(r,v), and their
Hamiltonian conjugate coordinates, xc(r,v). The divergence theorem on the Jacobian
will then hold,
∇vc ·
∂vc
∂v
+∇xc ·
∂xc
∂v
= 0, (C.1)
and so for the outer ∇vc derivative (in the quasilinear equation), the chain rule, together
with the divergence theorem gives
∇v · Γ = ∂vc
∂v
T
: ∇vcΓ +
∂xc
∂v
T
: ∇xcΓ
=
∂vc
∂v
T
: ∇vcΓ +
∂xc
∂v
T
: ∇xc +
(
∇vc ·
∂vc
∂v
+∇xc ·
∂xc
∂v
)
· Γ
= ∇vc ·
(
∂vc
∂v
T
· Γ
)
+∇xc ·
(
∂xc
∂v
T
· Γ
)
, (C.2)
where Γ = −(q/m)(E(r) + v × B(r))∗f1(r,v). In practice, this is only ever done to
within a guiding center Hamiltonian, and so one typically has ρ/R error terms in the
divergence relation.
A favorite set of constants-of-motion for tokamaks is vc = {E, µ, Pϕ}, e.g.,
energy, magnetic moment, and canonical angular momentum, with xc = {t, φ, ϕc}
as the conjugate coordinates. It is also common in software programming to use
vc = {v⊥0, v‖0, B/B0}, e.g., perpendicular and parallel velocity and flux surface at
the outboard midplane as constants-of-motion, with somewhat less obvious conjugate
coordinates in that case. We also declare that f0 is a function of the constants of motion
only, ∇xcf0 = 0, so that for the inner ∇v derivative (in the perturbed distribution
equation) we have
∇vf0 = ∂vc
∂v
T
· ∇vcf0, (C.3)
and
f1(r,v) = − q
m
∫ t
t∞
dt′ (E(r0(t′)) + v0(t′)×B(r0(t′)) · ∂vc
∂v
(r0(t
′),v0(t′)) · ∇vcf0(vc),(C.4)
where the unperturbed orbits are r0(t
′) and v0(t′), satisfying r0(t) = r, v0(t) = v,
r∞ = r0(t∞) and v∞ = v0(t∞). Note that since ∇vcf0(vc) is constant along the
trajectory, it can sit outside the t′ integral, giving us the inner derivative of the diffusion
equation.
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